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With two sets of standing-wave fields built in a thermal
rubidium vapor cell, we have established a controllable
photonic crystal with periodic gain in a coherently prepared
N -type four-level atomic configuration. First, the photonic
lattice constructed by a resonant standing-wave coupling
field results in a spatially modulated susceptibility and
makes the signal field diffract in a discrete manner under
the condition of electromagnetically induced transparency.
Then, with the addition of the standing-wave pump field,
the N -type atomic medium can induce a periodic Raman
gain on the signal field, which can be effectively controlled
by tuning the pertinent atomic parameters. The experimen-
tal demonstration of such a real-time reconfigurable
photonic crystal structure with periodic Raman gain can
pave the way for realizing desired applications predicted
in the gain-modulated periodic optical systems. © 2018
Optical Society of America
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The light propagation dynamic behaviors in artificial optical
lattices have caught the interest of the scientific community
over a long time, including nonlinear optics [1], Bose–
Einstein condensates [2], basic quantum mechanical effects
[3,4], and, recently, non-Hermitian optics [5]. Generally, such
discrete periodic arrays are formed by coupled optical wave-
guides with equal spatial distance and can provide an effective
platform to demonstrate a range of unattainable properties in
homogeneous bulk media. The flow of light through such a
kind of periodic environment is mainly manipulated by
spatially engineering the refractive index (experienced by the
incident light) in a periodic manner [6,7]. Under this mecha-
nism, many interesting effects with fundamental importance

for optical information science have been demonstrated, such
as discrete diffractions [8], optical solitons [9], optical Bloch
oscillation and Zener tunneling [10], and optical analogs of
quantum random walks [11].

Furthermore, by introducing periodic gain into such pho-
tonic crystal structures, they can provide new routes to explore
and improve the related applications covering self-collimation/
diffraction-free propagation [12], spatial frequency filtering
[13], shaping of light pulses [14], and properties in parity-time
symmetry [15,16]. So far, most of the studies involving gain-
modulated lattices are theoretical due to various difficulties, for
example, the restriction on the connection between the real and
imaginary parts of the refractive index as imposed by Kramers–
Kronig relations [17], in experimentally generating spatially
extended periodic gain structures. Fortunately, light-induced
atomic coherence in multi-level atomic configurations can pro-
vide an effective solution for engineering desired refractive in-
dex profiles [18,19]. Particularly, electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT) [20,21] and induced Raman gain can be
used to easily construct controllable gain/absorption and
nonlinear properties [22] in multi-level atoms. The required
Raman gain comes from a light amplification and can be
created in an EIT window under the condition without
(corresponding to normal dispersion) or with (anomalous
dispersion) population inversion driven by a weak or strong
pump field, respectively [23]. For instance, the optical wave-
guiding effect [8], electromagnetically induced Talbot effect
[24], photonic band gap [25], and parity-time symmetric
optical lattices [5] have already been effectively realized by spa-
tially modulating the refractive index under the EIT regime in
multi-level atomic configurations. Also, coherent Raman proc-
esses can provide a powerful solution for investigating many
interesting effects, such as quantum memories [26,27].

In this Letter, we experimentally construct a Raman-gain-
modulated photonic crystal structure with the assistance of
two standing-wave laser fields in a four-level atomic assembly
by spatially engineering the refractive index. The N -type
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four-level atomic medium is driven by a signal field, a coupling
field, and a pump field. The standing-wave coupling field
propagating along the z direction can induce the lattice in
the transverse direction x. With the weak Gaussian signal field
injected into the induced optical lattice, a discrete diffraction
pattern is observed under the EIT condition. Then, the
addition of a standing-wave pump field can lead to periodic
Raman gain [23] on the signal field. The observed gain can
be effectively manipulated and optimized by controlling the
parameters, such as the atomic density and the frequency
detunings and intensities of laser fields.

Figure 1(a) shows the sketch for the experiment. Three laser
fields are incident into a vapor cell filled with 85Rb atoms to
couple with an N -type four-level atomic structure, consisting
of two ground levels 52S1∕2, F � 2�j1i�, and F � 3�j2i� and
two excited levels 52P1∕2�j3i� and 52P3∕2�j4i�, as depicted in
Fig. 1(b). Transition j2i → j3i is driven by the standing-wave
coupling field, which is formed by two elliptically shaped
beams E c and E 0

c (wavelength λc � 795.0 nm, frequency
ωc) from the same external cavity diode laser (ECDL2). The
two co-propagating coupling beams with the same angle of
θ � 0.2° on both sides of the z axis intersect at the center
of the atomic vapor cell, and the space between the interference
fringes is d c � λc∕�2 × sin θ� ≈ 114 μm. When the Gaussian
signal field E s (λs � 795.0 nm, frequency ωs) connecting the
transition j1i → j3i passes through such a coupling lattice
along the z direction, a discrete diffraction pattern can be
observed [recorded by a charge coupled device (CCD) camera)]
at the output surface of the cell by properly setting the
temperature of the medium, intensities and frequencies of

corresponding laser beams, and the periodicity of the
induced lattices. After two pump laser beams E p and E 0

p
(λp � 780.2 nm, ωp) from the same ECDL3, partially over-
lapped with E c and E 0

c , respectively, are injected into the vapor
cell to establish the pump-field lattice (overlapping with the
coupling lattice) to excite the transition j1i → j4i, the dif-
fracted signal field can experience a Raman gain on its bright
fringes due to the four-level N -type configuration [23]. The
angles for generating the two standing-wave fields are not
strictly the same due to the different wavelengths of the cou-
pling and pump fields. To monitor the frequency detunings of
the three laser fields, we inject three beams E 0 0

s , E 0 0
c , and E 0 0

p
(from the same ECDLs as E s, E 0

c , and E 0
p, respectively) into

another auxiliary Rb cell [as shown in the dashed box in
Fig. 1(a)] to establish the same four-level system and observe
the output spectrum of E S in the frequency domain. Here,
the frequency detunings for the signal, coupling, and pump
fields are defined as Δs � ω31 − ωs, Δc � ω32 − ωc , and
Δp � ω41 − ωp, respectively. Figure 1(c) shows the transmis-
sion spectra of E S under different beam arrangements with
the lower, middle, and upper curves representing the absorp-
tion (corresponding to the transition j1i → j3i), EIT window
(j1i → j2i → j3i) and Raman gain (N -type four-level configu-
ration), respectively. To achieve the EIT condition with high
efficiency in the current three-level Λ-type system, the signal
and coupling lasers should be weak (Ωs < 10 MHz) and strong
(Ωs ≈ 100 MHz), respectively. Here,Ωf (f � s, c and p) is the
Rabi frequency of field E f . Also, the two fields co-propagate
along the same direction to overcome the Doppler effect in
thermal atoms.

The optical response of the signal field can be described by
the susceptibility χ, which is proportional to the atomic density
N and the density-matrix element ρ31 for the transition
j1i↔j3i. ρ31 can be obtained via the density-matrix equations
and controlled via the parameters, such as field intensities
and frequency detunings [28]. Considering n � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� χ
p

≈
1� χ∕2, χ � χ 0 � χ 0 0, and n � n0 � nR � inI (n is the
refractive index, and n0 � 1 is the background index of the
medium), the real and imaginary components of the refractive
index can be written as nR ≈ χ 0∕2, and nI ≈ χ 0 0∕2, respectively.
With the coupling intensity spatially modulated, nR (represent-
ing dispersion) and nI (absorption) for E s can behave as a
periodic function of the transverse coordinate x under the
EIT condition [5,8]. By introducing the intensity-modulated
pump field, the imaginary nI can become alternately above
and below zero along x [28]. When the imaginary nI is negative
(positive), the signal field experiences gain (absorption/loss).

Figure 2 shows the observed transmission images of the
signal field under various conditions. First, with the frequency
detuning set to be far away from its single-photon resonant
point Δs � 0, the signal field does not interact with the atoms
and experiences no gain or loss, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The
white solid curves (from the CCD camera) at the bottom
and left side of each picture represent the intensity profiles
of the detected image. A dashed curve copied from the profile
in Fig. 2(a) is added, as a reference, in each subsequent figure
to indicate the original intensity of the signal field. With
the detuning set at Δs � 100 MHz relative to the 5S1∕2,
F � 3 → 5P1∕2, F 0 � 3 transition of 85Rb, the Gaussian beam
is greatly absorbed, as given in Fig. 2(b). When the signal field
propagates through the pump lattice, it shows very fuzzy stripes

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup. The setup in the dashed box is for
generating the EIT and Raman gain spectra (detected by the APD) to
calibrate the detunings of lasers. ECDL, external cavity diode laser;
λ∕2, half-wave plate; HR, high-reflectivity mirror; PBS, polarization
beam splitter; BS, beam splitter; APD, avalanche photodetector;
CCD, charge coupled device. (b) N -type energy-level configuration.
(c) Raman gain (upper blue curve) and EIT (middle red curve) spectra
(with the same widths of about 30 MHz) versus the detuning of the
signal field. The lower black curve represents the absorption of the
signal field corresponding to the transition 85Rb, F � 3 → F 0.
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[Fig. 2(c)] due to the rather demanding conditions for realizing
EIT in a V-type configuration (j1i → j3i → j4i) [29].
Although no EIT window is induced, the output image in
Fig. 2(c) is still stronger than the purely absorbed image in
Fig. 2(b). This enhancement is caused by the optical pumping
(OP) effect, which can reduce the absorption of the signal field
similar to the EIT effect [30]. Then, with the pump beams off
and coupling beams on, the coupling lattice discretizes the
Gaussian signal beam into a stripe pattern [Fig. 2(d)], which
indicates that E s feels a periodically modified refractive index
[8]. Such discrete diffraction can clearly occur in a frequency
range of �20 MHz near the two-photon resonant point
Δs − Δc � 0. The introduction of the periodic pump field
can induce Raman gain on the signal field [23] and establish
a gain array. By comparing the output signal image in Fig. 2(e)
with its original intensity profile [the added dashed curve in
Fig. 2(a)], one can clearly see the generated periodic gain (above
the dashed curve) and loss (below the dashed curve) values.
Figure 2(f ) demonstrates the two formed standing-wave fields
observed at the central position of the atomic cell. Here, in
order to show the two periodic fields more clearly, we separate
the two interference fringes along the y direction. During the
experiment, the two standing waves are almost perfectly
overlapped inside the medium.

Figure 3 reveals the dependence of the induced periodic
Raman gain on the total power P of the two pump beams.
For the case in Fig. 3(a) with the pump field turned off
(P � 0), the signal field exhibits the simple discrete diffraction
under EIT. With the pump field on and its total intensity being
weak (P � 5 mW), the absorption is still dominant. The EIT
due to the coupling field and OP effect from the pump field
can both reduce the near-resonant absorption of the signal field,
so the observed image in Fig. 3(b) is stronger than the pure
EIT case shown in Fig. 3(a). With the P increased to
10 mW, the spatially extended Raman gain can be clearly seen.

Furthermore, the Raman gain can continually grow with the
power P adjusted from 10 mW to 20 mW. However, the gain
under P � 25 mW shows little change compared to that under
P � 20 mW. This tendency is basically consistent with the
theoretical curve for the same four-level atomic configuration
[23], which predicted that the Raman gain first grows with the
pump intensity, then reaches a saturation, and finally decreases
with further increased pump intensity. Due to the limitation of
the output power of ECDL3, the decrease of the Raman gain
under the condition of very large P is not observed. Meanwhile,
one can see that the absorption/loss experienced by the dark
fringes of the signal field can be better suppressed at the larger
pump power, which leads to a stronger OP effect. Figures 3(g)
and 3(h) are the dependences for the respective gain and loss
coefficients on the pump power. The gain (loss) coefficient g�l�
is given as the ratio between the intensity of Raman gain
(absorption) and the intensity of the incident signal field.

Figure 4 demonstrates the dependence of Raman gain
on the temperature T of the medium. When T gradually

Fig. 2. Detected signal field under different conditions. (a) The
signal field is detuned by Δs � −700 MHz from the resonance. A
dashed curve is added to copy the white solid curve, which represents
the intensity profile of the image. The unit of the color bar is milliwatts
(mW). (b) The signal field only at detuning Δs � 100 MHz experi-
ences large absorption. (c) With the signal field and standing-wave
pump field turned on. Due to the rather demanding conditions for
EIT in this V-type configuration, the output signal field does not ex-
perience a clear diffraction. (d) With the signal field and standing-wave
coupling field turned on to satisfy the EIT condition. (e) The observed
periodic Raman gain with all three fields on. (f ) The observed inter-
ference fringes of the coupling (upper) and pump (lower) beams at
their intersection.

Fig. 3. Evolution of the periodic Raman gain by increasing the in-
tensity of the pump field. The unit of the color bar is mW. The dashed
curve is the same as the one in Fig. 2(a). The total power P of the two
pump beams are (a) 0, (b) 5 mW, (c) 10 mW, (d) 15 mW, (e) 20 mW,
and (f ) 25 mW, respectively. g and l are the coefficients for Raman
gain and loss, respectively. (g) and (h) The dependences of g and l on
the pump power, respectively. The squares are experimental observa-
tions, and the solid curves are the theoretical susceptibility according
to Ref. [28]. The theoretical parameters for (g) are Ωs ≈ 66 MHz,
Ωc � 2.2 × 2π MHz, Δs � −15.16 × 2π MHz, Δc � −85.62 MHz,
Δp � 34.1 MHz, andΩp growing from 0 to 64 MHz. The conditions
for (h) are the same as (g) except for Ωc � 2π MHz and Ωp increasing
from 0 to 3 MHz.

Fig. 4. Evolution of the Raman gain by increasing the temperature
of the medium from 30°C to 80°C. The dashed curve on the bottom
of each figure is the same as that in Fig. 2(a). Each figure shares the
same color bar as Fig. 3. (g) and (h) The dependency curves of gain (g)
and loss (l ) coefficients on the temperature, respectively. The squares
are experimental observations, and the solid curve is the calculated
susceptibility with the same parameters as Fig. 3.
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varies from the room temperature (30°C, atomic density
∼2.3�1010 cm−3) to 80°C (atomic density ∼2.8 � 1012 cm−3),
then the Raman gain becomes even more obvious. This can be
easily understood since the imaginary part (gain/absorption) of
the refractive index is proportional to the atomic density [28].
However, compared to the observation in Fig. 4(e) at
T � 70°C, the gain at 80°C experiences only a little change.
This demonstrates the competition between the generation and
propagation of the gain inside the medium [31]. For a lower
temperature, the gain increases with the atomic thermal mo-
tion, while its loss during the propagation is weak. For a higher
temperature, the loss inside the cell is greatly enhanced, and the
observed gain out of the cell increases much slower. In princi-
ple, the absorption (described by nI ) at the dark fringes on the
signal field can also increase with the temperature, similar to
the gain. However, due to the increased OP effect at a higher
temperature, the absorption is effectively suppressed. The
intensities at the dark fringes remain almost unchanged at
different temperatures, which indicate that the enhancement
due to OP and the absorption have reached a balance.
According to the experimental observations, the dependency
curves for the gain and loss coefficients on the temperature
are given in Figs. 4(g) and 4(h), respectively.

In summary, by making use of the modified optical proper-
ties, including absorption and dispersion caused by EIT and
Raman gain in an N -type four-level atomic configuration,
we have experimentally realized a multi-parameter tunable gain
array by launching a Gaussian signal beam into two sets of op-
tically induced one-dimensional optical lattices. Such a gain-
modulated photonic crystal structure can be easily reconfigur-
able in real-time by changing the temperature of the medium,
the distance between the fringes of the standing wave, and the
parameters of the laser fields. Furthermore, owing to the greatly
enhanced nonlinear properties, such a photonic crystal structure
in a coherently prepared atomic system provides a unique plat-
form to investigate intriguing nonlinear/quantum light dynami-
cal characteristics predicted in multi-channel lattice potentials
for the refractive index and can serve as a new route for exploring
useful applications in coherent optical information processing.
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